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1     paragraph, and I'll come back to that, but you talk at

2     paragraph 9 that on a Saturday morning you collected

3     little mats, about 20 or more, went down to the yard

4     where the boiler house used to be, and you had to beat

5     the mats and bring them back upstairs and put them

6     beside each cot or bed.

7 A.  Every Saturday I picked all the little mats up -- and

8     they were actually remnants of carpets -- took them

9     round -- down round the side, the back of the boiler,

10     and beat them, cleaned them, and then carried them all

11     upstairs and put them all back beside the cots and

12     beside the beds, and that was one of the things that

13     I had to do.

14 Q.  Now one of the nuns that you name in your statement --

15     in your witness statement has given a statement to the

16     Inquiry herself.  I am going to come back to that in

17     more detail in due course, but she would say that you

18     were never required -- that no child was required to do

19     this, the kind of work that you describe in your witness

20     statement.  What comment do you wish to make about that,

21     HIA7?

22 A.  Well, she's a liar.  I'm telling you what I had -- what

23     I had to do, and it's like yesterday.  So I'm telling

24     you what happened and what I had to do.

25 Q.  Well, can I ask you about do you recall special
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1     and again, the one with the bad memory.

2 Q.  Then if we go back, please, to your -- if we just scroll

3     down -- sorry -- to 32, this is her response to the

4     toilet cubicle incident --

5 A.  Uh-huh.

6 Q.  -- after the meeting.  She says there was no meeting

7     with your sister.  You have described then what happened

8     in the toilet cubicle resulting in a black eye.  You

9     will see she says:

10         "I did not give any child a black eye."

11         She says:

12         "I don't accept that a child attending school with

13     a black eye would not have created some sort of query,

14     even a brief mention to someone."

15 A.  So is she saying I didn't go to school with a black eye,

16     because if she is, how come me and my sisters all seen

17     it?  My other sister seen it.  My school friend seen it

18     and one of my friend's mothers seen the same black eye.

19     So did I dream it up or did I just go round and tell all

20     them people to tell lies?

21 Q.  Well, at paragraph 30 of your statement, if we scroll

22     up, she says that she -- you have alluded to this,

23     because your sister addressed it -- just scroll up

24     further, please.

25 A.  Sure she even said it there in her statement.  "I don't
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1 Q.  Can you explain what involvement you had in the babies'

2     crying or getting up during the night?

3 A.  Well, if we didn't get -- if we didn't make it to the

4     wain before she did, the wain got a slap for crying and

5     making a noise.  So one of us in our bare feet would

6     have run to the wain and comforted it or bedded it or

7     whatever it needed.  Sometimes it would have needed

8     a nappy changed.  Well, I would have sneaked in and

9     changed its nappy, but if she came in the room and the

10     wain was awake, the wain got a slap for crying.  "What

11     are you crying for at this time of night?" and then

12     that's the way of it.  Obviously the wain is going to

13     cry more, because it's hurt.  So on a couple of nights

14     I lay underneath the cots in the dark part of the

15     dormitory where she couldn't see me so that she wouldn't

16     know I was in the room with the wain trying to comfort

17     it.

18 Q.  She, you are talking about SR3?

19 A.  SR3, yes.  They were only wee wains.  They didn't know

20     -- I didn't know that wee wains had bad dreams.

21     I thought it was only us bigger ones.  I didn't know

22     that the wee wains had a bad dream.  Nobody explained to

23     them when they had a bad dream, they get a slap on the

24     earhole.  Do you know what I mean?  They didn't deserve

25     that.  Them wee wains didn't know any better.  Know what
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1     paragraphs.  So I am going to try to draw that together

2     and take you through a typical day that you've described

3     in your statement.

4 A.  Aye.

5 Q.  The first thing I'd like you to look at is at

6     paragraph 7, which is on SND-2071, and this is where you

7     describe first thing in the morning.

8 A.  That's right.  Well, first thing in the morning you were

9     wakened by Hitler we called her, we referred to her as,

10     just in bad form.  She wakened you up.  You had to get

11     out of bed right and sharp.  There was no hanging about.

12     "Hold on.  Hold on now."  Do you know what I mean?  You

13     didn't get away with that.  You got out of bed.  You got

14     washed.  You got dressed.

15         Then our job, me and my two sisters, was to change

16     all the other wee wains' nappies and change their

17     pyjamas, if they were wet, and their sheets.

18 Q.  Can I ask you from your recollection how many -- of the

19     24 cots you have described how many of them had a child

20     in them?

21 A.  I would say the majority of them.  There was never any

22     less than 20 wee wains in it.

23 Q.  You describe then in paragraph 7 how the three of you,

24     the older girls --

25 A.  Aye.
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1     rest of them ones that were running that home.  They

2     were definitely all trained by Hitler.

3 Q.  You express a view that she shouldn't have been a nun.

4 A.  She should never have been a nun.  She should never have

5     been allowed anywhere near any wain at all.  She should

6     have been put in a boxing ring with a couple of big men

7     and let her take her anger out on them to see how she

8     liked it when they hit her back.  She shouldn't have

9     been nowhere near young wains.  She wouldn't know to

10     look after a wain, telling you that she looked after

11     wains and kept them.  She wouldn't know how to look

12     after her own two feet never mind a wee wain.  She had

13     no love in her.

14 Q.  Is there anything else you want to say about this

15     particular sister --

16 A.  No.

17 Q.  -- or have I covered most of the ...

18 A.  Well, HIA7 was shown it too and you were saying to me

19     about she showed you a thing where I was weighed.  I'd

20     love to know where them scales were, because I never

21     seen the scales -- not unless she used them to us with

22     them, like.

23 Q.  I am going to come to the weighing issue, but in

24     relation to this particular sister have I covered all of

25     the issues?
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1     it.  I remember staring at it and seeing things

2     wiggling.  I think she came over and slapped me and

3     said, "Eat that" and I said, "But there's worms in it"

4     and it was actually maggots, and they were removed right

5     away.

6 Q.  But generally you thought that the food was of good

7     standard and it was --

8 A.  Certainly we got three meals and we got treats if we

9     were good, uh-huh.

10 Q.  Now one -- you talk at paragraph 14 of your witness

11     statement, if we can go back to that, about bedwetting.

12     You say that you have spoken to your younger brother

13     about that and he remembers beatings because he wet the

14     bed.  What do you remember yourself?

15 A.  I remember being very sad when I was in -- I would have

16     been age 6 or 7, and I remember -- can I say her name or

17     is she a number?  Do I have to refer to her as ...?

18 Q.  Well --

19 A.  Sorry.

20 CHAIRMAN:  If you can, refer to her number.

21 A.  Her number.

22 CHAIRMAN:  If you can't, that's okay.

23 A.  SR-- sister SR3 -- I was up at the end of the corridor

24     and I could hear the resounding smacks on naked skin and

25     my brother screaming as she was hitting him for wetting
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1 Q.  Excuse me.  Now can I just tell you, HIA352, that we

2     have -- the Inquiry has received a statement from one of

3     the nuns that you name in there.  This is the nun who

4     was in charge of the nursery.  She has said various

5     things in her statement, but she says that she remembers

6     her time in Termonbacca fondly at paragraph -- if we

7     could just go to SND-4145, please.  If we go to

8     paragraph -- highlight paragraphs 10 and 11.  If we can

9     just go to paragraph 11 first.  Sorry.  Just highlight

10     10 and 11 for me.  Thank you.  Just paragraph 11

11     this particular nun says that her own memories of

12     Termonbacca are all of a happy time.

13         "I truly loved my time there and was heartbroken

14     when I eventually left."

15         She talks about an incident involving twin girls

16     being left with her in Termonbacca.

17         At paragraph 10 she says she does not have any

18     memory of a child being abused in any way.

19         "Children may have been shouted at or deprived of

20     some treat like TV if they were misbehaving, but I do

21     not recall any physical punishment at all.  Boys being

22     boys had their fights and rows and did misbehave.  We

23     did not resort to physical punishment and the removal of

24     privileges was usually a severe enough punishment."

25         Is there anything you'd like to say about that,
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1     HIA352?

2 A.  Yes.  That may be her memories all right, but I have

3     different memories of what she was like, and she was

4     quite strict and she did slap us, and she definitely

5     slapped my brother really hard every morning that he wet

6     the bed, and she scrubbed my hand.  I had a cut in it.

7     Somebody -- we were -- somebody bit me and it got

8     infected and I wouldn't let anybody near it.  It was

9     really sore, and she -- she dragged me into the bathroom

10     and got a nailbrush and just started scrubbing it and

11     I remember screaming with pain.

12 Q.  Now if we could just move to the next page of this

13     particular nun's statement, which is SND-4146, please.

14     If we look at paragraph -- what paragraph is it?  In

15     this statement at paragraph 20, if you could just

16     highlight paragraph 20, this nun says that she did work

17     with the girl who you have named and described.  She

18     said:

19         "She was a volunteer and her family were very good

20     to the sisters and regularly helped us out.  I recall

21     them making gifts of blankets for the beds and cots."

22         She says her surname was not what other people have

23     said her surname was, but you didn't actually -- you

24     have given a different surname yourself.

25         "If this is the same girl, I do not recognise the

SND-17033
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